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Title:  Slated

Author:  Teri Terry

Categories:

This book is about: This book is about a 16 year old girl named Kyla Davis who gets Slated. When you get slated, you are wiped clean. All your memories, personality and life before are gone. This is because the government claims that you were a terrorist, so they give you a new life.

This novel is about Kyla and her struggles trying to figure out her past and who to trust in her mission to discover the truth. This book is set in the future, 2035, and is a mix of science fiction and fantasy.

The best thing about this book is: I love this book because it leaves you hanging. Every chapter is a cliff-hanger, and it is insanely interesting reading about the possible future. Teri Terry has an amazing imagination that takes you for a jaw dropping ride with Kyla and her new life the whole way through. I never wanted to stop reading!!!

Rating out of 5: 5